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Carroll Students Organize Fr. Otting ~nds L.T.S. Plans E•roduction of
Catholic lnstuction League Lecture Series "Murder in tHe Cathedral"
Lead Discussions About
Catholic Doctrine Among
Poor Youths of City

Moderator of Group
For Catholic Instruction

Expects to Inaugurate
Ethics Seminar for
Carroll Seniors
As the concluding lecture of his series
of five talks on "The Adolescent and His
Problems" the Rev. Leonard H. Otting,
S. ].. head of the philosophy department
of John Carroll University, spoke last
Friday evening at the Mayflower hotel in
Akron, on the subject of "The Adolescent and Sex and Marriage."
In explaining the psychological aspect
of marriage Fr. Otting outlined the requisites to be sought in the mate chosen
for a lifetime of companionship. Continuing on the specific topic of marriage in
relation to the adolescent the Carroll professor commented in the following vein.

By Jos. Stepanik '39
Imagine twenty-five young and active
college men organizing into a league for
the prime purpose of disseminating information and leading discussions about
Catholic doctrine among the underpriviledged and unfortunate youth of the city.
Under the name of The Catholic Instruct ion League ( CIL) , such a group of
under - classmen and upper-classmen
at John Carroll University arc actually
functioning, with an intensified interest
in a project and program inaugurated
and developed in recent years by active
Catholic laymen in the Eastern States.
Men formerly at Carroll had adopted the
idea and developed it according to local
conditions and possibilities. This year
the project is operating successfully and
more extensively than ever before.

Hundreds of young men and boys join
each week at various places in the city
in the "Club Meetings" directed by the
local collegians. The interesting meetings with their collegiate atmo phe;e.
Rev. Hartford F . Brucker, S. J .
lively discussions, the proper use of mcentives and the co-operation of the members with the directors have resulted in
e\·er increasing memberships in the respective clubs. The most flourishing local clubll now -existing are located at th
• Cleveland Detention Home; St. Anthony's Parish, Central at E. 13th; St.
Joseph's Parish, Vv oodland Avenue; St. Band and Glee Club
Agnes' Parish, Euclid at E. 79th; and St. Organizations Combine
Paul's Shrine, Euclid at E. 40th.
Efforts

To Offer Joint

Minstrel Show

Latin Club to
Hear Andrica
to

One of Best Known
:English Playwrights

"If marriage held only burdens it could
not survive. Marriage gives privileges
and the race benefits thereby. The young
man and young woman should be taught
to be chaste and to respect themselves.
They hould refu e to talk sex and sex
matters, not because it is wrong but because it is sacred. Youth should be taught
with a degree of knowledge that satisfies
without being lurid; the stork myth
should be relegated to the pages of ancient
·history."
Rev. Cecil Chamberlain, S. J.
Fr. Otting's treatment of the subject
of sex may be summarized by the following brief excerpt from his speech. "Sex
as sex is 11ot wrong. Had Adam and
Eve remained faithful in the Garden of
Eden we would not have The rebellion
of our lower nature against the higher
and the constant struggle against tempta- Food Drive Proves Success
tion. It must always be remembered,
Under Father Chamberlin's
however, that temptation is not sin unDirection
less our own will accepts it with pleas-

Students Pledge
Fifty Baskets

ure."

On Friday, January 15, the combined
forces of the Glee Club and the Band
At the Detention Home meetings arc will present a Ministrel Show in the Uniheld on 'Monday evenings; at St. Yersity auditorium. The affair will be
Joseph's on Saturday mornings; at St. under the guidance of the Rev. J. A.
Agnes' and at St. Paul's on Tuesday Kiefer, S. J., head of the Glee Club, and
evenings and at St. Anthony's on Sun- the Rev. W. J. Murphy, S. J., Moderator
day mornings.
of the band.
Since the size of the group at the DeThat the show is genuinely a student
tention Home is quite large for a general project has been manifested by the fact
meeting and the ages of the members that dialogue was written by Carroll unvary considerably, several divisions have der-graduates. Three students of the
been made according to a~te qualifications. university, William Mc~fahon, Henry
(Conti1wed on Page 2)
Erhardt and Clayton Lange are writing
the continuity.
The show will be divided into two acts
and the usual olio will intervene. Action
will revolve about scenes on the Carroll
Campus with most of the situations burlesqued on university life.
Two of the end men for the show are
Famed Traveler
Present
William McMahon and William DeckIllustrated Lecture to Carroll
man. Tryouts for other positions a
Classical Club
jokesters will be held during the ChristThe S()tielas Tu.smlam1 at present is mas vacation. The interlocutor for the afarranging k> have Theodore Andrica, fair will be selected from the membership
the Press 'ationalitie
Editor, show of the Little Theater Society. During the
his travel films of Italy. This event musical portion of the program solos will
will probably take place at the classical j be sung by the black faced end men and
organization's first meeting after the. by the members of the Glee Club.
Christmas recess.
The John Carroll Orchestra will supHas Entertained Many
ply the musical background ~or the pr?With His Films
gram. Mem~rs of the techmcal committee of the L1ttle Theater group are at
In past years Mr. Andrica has enter- present working on costumes and will
tained thou ands of Clevelander with direct the activity behind the scenes on
his travel reels. He spent last summer the night of the show.
in Europe taking additional pictures
which are in color. He took views of
city and village life in Poland, RouThe design of the Freslww11 class
mania, Czechoslovakia, Germany, Hunkeys has rcceutly beelt amwrmced
gary, Jugoslavia, and Italy. Mr. Andrica
by JVillia11~ You11g, Freshman class
believes that the 6000 feet of film which
prrsidt:llt. Although sc1Jera/ cha11gc;·
he took last summer is far better than
lur..•e bcm made i11 the keys they
his previous picture .
rclai11 the traditioual appeara11cc,
At a meeting o£ the Soci.:tas T11.sculcuw,
a11d sell for approximate/:>' the 1/.snal
v. hich was held on Thursday, December
price. They u:ill be ()rdered at
10, Mark Blinn presented an illustrated
wrious times duri11g the year. A11y
lecture. "Roman Literature'' was the submember of tile Frcslmra1t class
ject of his disco~trse. Along with
n•ishi11g Qlle, may place his wder
Blinn's paper slides, dealing with the
with You11g, Vi11Cc111 Collins or
lecturer's topic, were shown by Carl BurJohn Mieli11ger.
lage.

Offers Reading List of
Approved Books
As a supplement of his final lecture
a reading list of approved books on the
subject was distributed to those who attended the meeting. During the course
of his talk, however, Fr. Otting advised
that books on sex instruction should be
(C01~tinued on Page 4)

Make Plans for
''C" Club Party
Second Annual New Year's
Eve Dance to Be Held
In Carroll Cafeteria
Following a precedent established
last year, the "C" Club of John Carroll University will again give a New
Year's Eve party in the University
cafeteria. Tom Donahue, Carroll grad
and one of the outstanding band leaders in the city's musical circles, will
furnish the music.
Former lettermen in charge of the
affair promise a merry time with fine
music and an excellent chicken dinner on
the bill for the reasonable tariff of
five dollars. Plenty of noi e makers
will be furnished so that the revelers
can ring out the old year in a fitting
manner.

lUnusual Play Produced Only
Twice Before; Auditorium
Scene of Presentation

The John Carroll Little Theater
Society has announced that its main
reduction of the year will be
'Murder in the Cathedral" by T.
S. Eliot. This very unusual play
which has only been produced twice
before will be presented in the audiorium, scene of last year's effort.

Says Stork Myth
Should Be Dropped

Collegians Direct
Interesting Meetings

Discussions
Held Weekly

Director of Student
Basket Drive

As a result of an energetic canvass of
the entire student body the Social Action
Committee of the Sodality under the direction of the Rev. Cecil Chamberlain,
S. ]., has succeeded in securing pledges
of eno•tgh food to fill almost fifty baskets to be distributed on Christmas eve.
Fr. Chamberlin, who with the Rev.
Hartford Brucker, S. ]., Sodality director, was in charge of the drive for
Christmas baskets, has announced that,
although donations are pouring in rapidly,
the necessary quota has not been reached
as yet and that students may continue to
!:.ring contributions to the University any
day until Christmas. The director of the
campaign has stressed the fact that it
is absolutely imperative that every student fulfill his pledge if the goal of fifty
worthwhile baskets is to be r eached.

Take Up Mass
Collection
To further the aim of the committee to
include a chicken in each basket, a collection was taken up during Mass this
morning. Canned goods, fruit and vegetables have been donated during the past
week as sponsors of the student project
have been stationed at a table outside
the cafeteria entrance to solicit contributions. According to Fr. Chamberlin almost 75 per cent of the student body
is participating in the project.

Stringer Chairman
Of Committee

List of Deserving
Cases Drawn Up

Reservations for the party which will
begin at 10:00 P. M. must be made by
Dec. 28. Carroll students who intend to
be present may make their reservations
with Eugene tringer, chairman of the
committee. Stringer's telephone number is ~1ichigan 4938.
Other membe rs of the committee
-are: AI Burens, James Lang, Patrick
Cooney, Harry Black, Peter Amico,
Harold
McGuire,
James
Moran,
George Blaha, AI McGuire, John Murphy, Robert Downie, Courtney McDonald and Ray Gaertner.

That the baskets will be distributed to
deserving families is assured since the
list of recipients has been compiled by
the members of the Catechetical instruction group. These Carroll students have
come into contact with numerous deserving cases during the course of their work
and from these a list will be drawn up.
Members of the Social Action committee directing the activity are: ·wallace
Roth, chairman ; Pat Kilbane, Bob Gruelik. Ernest Killeen, James Moraghan,
John Dwyer, Mike Dwyer, William
11cMahon, and Charles Lampkin,

T. S. :e:liot, one of England's best
known poets wrote, "Murder in the
~athedra l" for the SOOth anniversary of
the Building of Canterbury. The work
Is a dramatic tale woven about the
murder of the Archbishop in the Cathedral at Canterbury. Employing some of
the technique which marks the old
Greek plays as the greatest that have
ver been written, Mr. Eliot has manged to make what, in the hands of a less
able playwright, might be a prosaic story
of martyrdom, a throbbing story of honorable death and deep, undying faith.
The play makes use of the old Attic
'dea of the chorus, but combines the old
~·ith the new in such a way that one is
coascioua CJl the stzaqe tecbaiqae.
et in the massive setrmg or 61! 'CatbeCJral, the work represents a new high in
the art of the theater.

ryouts Reveal
Unusual Ability
Tryouts for the production were held
Wednesday, December 16. A complete
list of the actors chosen is not available
as yet. However, Clayton Lange, president of the organization which is producing- the play, says that the tryouts have
revealed more than the usual amount of
ability in the student body. Direction of
"Murder in the Cathedral" is in the hands
of Carl Freidel, who has had much to do
with the success of the plays produced
in forme r years. The exact date of performance has as yet not been set However, it is certain that the play will be on
the boards early in February.
On December 4, a small but appreciative audience very graciously received
(Con tt~au:d 011 Page 5)

Delivers Talk
On Plastics
Student Speaks Before
Scientific Academy at
Afternoon Meeting
At the meeting of the John Carroll
Scientific Academy held in the Physics
lecture room last Wednesday afternoon, Paul F. Minarik, vice-president
of the organization delivered an address entitled "Plastics."
The lecture followed a business
meeting in which was discussed the
possibility of the members purchasing
keys, emblematic , of excellence in
science. The matter was finally turned
over to the executive committee. Announcement was made that the constitution would be r ead to the members
at the first meeting next year.
Minarik's lecture involved the many
types of plastics and their application
today. He explained the various methods of molding and concluded by saying that the theoretical uses of plastics
far outnumber the actual uses. According to Mina rik the industry is in its
infancy, having progressed rapidly only
since 1929.
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tion an erudite aesthete, by choice an
effervescing, didactic, lovable realistthat, dear neighbors, is John Carroll
University's amazing and popular
paradox, Clayton Lange.

Article "Too Lively
To Handle"
He began to write for the Carroll
Ne·ws and contribute articles of excellent literary quality to the local paper.
He severed connections with this organization when one of hi articles was
rejected by an editor of the paper, as
"too lively to handle." The thesis which
Clayton \vas espousing in this article
was not fundamentally ·wrong. He
held that .the average Carroll student's
view of his faith was an intermingling
of Catholicism and early X cw England Puritanism rather than faith of
their fathe r . His thesis was precipitated by the refu al of local thespians
to produce a play which Clayton considered an excellent choice for a Jesuit
college production.
His idea on art, although generally
beyond the comprehension of the ordinary college tudent, are considered to
be quite sound and extremely Catholic
in tone. His metaphysical division of
art was recognized by no less authority than Dr. Mortimer Adler at a meeting of the American Catholic Philosophical Association. last winter.

:Pre ident of
Little Theatre Society
Be his ideas on art metaphysical or
·be they burlesque, his fellow members
of the Little Theatre Society at least
recognized his unusual executive ability
and elected him pre ident of that organization Ia t spring. Previous to this
he had been instrumental in the society's uccessful presentation of Sidney Howard's "Yellow Jack." As
president of this organization he insists
on its presenting plays of artistic
as well as entertaining value. Last
\ ednesday evening he conducted the
try-outs for T. S. Eliot's "Murder In
The Cathedral," which his organization plans to present here at Carroll
next seme ·ter.
This fall he returned to his old game
of debating and together with Tom
Heffernan and Vincent Fornes reached
the finals of the seventh annual intramural tournament for the B. J. Rodman Debate Cup. He has retained his
membership in the local Sodality and
is now acting chairman of the Catholic
Instruction League here at Carroll.
This work takes him to Cleveland Detention Home several evenings each
week where he instructs the juvenile
unfortunates in the truth · oi the Catholic religion.

Will Receive Ph.B.
And Certificate
Throughout his college days he has
been a good student and will receive
a Ph.B. degree and a teacher's certificate this spring. His tricky questions made
him the neme is of Father Puhl in
p ychology class and he i· carrying on
this interesting task in other courses
this year. He smokes pud Cigarettes
for the sole reason that the company

C.I.L.

Le Cercle Francais, the J ohn Carroll
French Club, has temporarily cea1sed
activity until negotiations can be co pleted to secure a meeting place a· a
down-town hotel.
The first issue of Le J 01~rnal St.
Charles, the official French Club publication was distributed two weeks al~O.

( Co11ti1111ed from. Page I)
A meeting is therefore held for each one
of the units necessitating the direction of
even instructors.

Under the new ruling, a free copy is
distributed to each French student.
Mr. Bernard Jablonski, moderator of
the Club, s tates that a drive for membership will be launched as soon as
the club has a defi nite meeting place.
Any French student is eligible for
membership.

Especially Progressive at
St. Anthony's

Clayton H. Lange, '37
has backbone enough not to adver tise
iu the Carroll News. He spends many
hours reading and studying Ilbsen's
tragedies, Thompson's poetry and Belloc's prose. U ever another student is
found whose mind is so developed that
he understands and still appreciates all
of these writers it is a good wager that
he will be Clayton's son. For the purpose of rela..xation he occasionally sits
down and writes a brilliant satirical essay on some old and dear Carroll tradition. He despises inane conventions
and takes great delight in breaking
them.

Charmingly Inconsistent,
Then Doggedly Logical
His constant companion for many
years has been Dr. H. C. Schumacher,
famous Cleveland psychiatrist and Director of the Cleveland Child Guidance
Committee. Perhaps this accounts for
the fact that Clayton intend to study
medicine after graduation.
Clayton is one of these intcre ting
personalities whose next move can
never be ascertained. At times, like
\Valt \Vhitman, he is charmingly incon istent; again like a typical scholastic
philosopher he is doggedly logical. He
seems to take great delight in traversing
from the sublime to the ridiculous. In
short he is a character. He is one of
those individuals whose acquaintance
one cheri hes long after the night of
graduation.

...,,

At St. Anthony's an especially
progressive and ambitious group has
bought paint and redecorated the meeting room in the church building. Plans
are also lbeing made to form a choir
unit or an altar boys unit from the
members among th e group. Several
means of recreation, such as b_as.ketball and ping-pong games, are also
strategically employed by the various
groups fo r diversion after the meetings. This idea is especially well established at St. Agnes. The instructors
contend that this is an ideal opportunity to abserve the character of each
individual and to aid in in tilling the
idea of 'fair play' into the mind of each
one of the players.

Lange Chairman of
Carroll Unit
Clayton Lange, acting as chairman
of the Carr oll unit of the Catholic Instruction League, is an instructor at
the Detention Home. Ralph Shea, John
Gavin, Henry Erhardt, John Pokorney,
Joseph Murphy, and Bert Maheu are
also instructors there. At St. Anthony's
are James Osborne, ] oseph Stepanik
and David Ferrie. A growing group
a t St. Joseph's is instructed by Philip
'W hite, Thomas Manning, Edward
Baloga an
Loui · Meyers. James
Moraghan, John Murphy, Edward Killeen and Jack Van de Motter are
making great progress at St. Agnes'
and at St. Paul's Shrine.
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CHARTER A GREYHOUND BUS
AND HAVE A GRAND TIME ALL THE WAY!

• • •

•
Keep your crowd together . • . and keep expenses down . . . do your
· group traveling in a chartered Greyhound bus. Have more fun and save
more money I Rates per person are reduced far below even Greyhound's
regular low fares. Your bus becomes your private car ... goes where you
wish when you wis,h. It's modern, roomy, well-heated, easy-riding. And
you know when chartering a Greyhound coach that you are dealing with a
responsible travel organiz.a tion ... a dependable, well-managed company,
famous for its nationwide service.
lnforma!ion -

Phone

or

Wri!e,

Greyhound Charier Coach~Dept:.
1210 Sumner St., Cleve., Ohio.

Miles Slandinh was a strong and

silent man-but ]Priscilla preferred John

Participating also in some of this and
other thriving missionary activity are
Gene Zannoni, \Vallace Roth, Francis
Caine, Robert Miller, Robert O'Brien,
Ralph Valentine and William.McMahon.
The Rev. Dennerle is the diocesan director of the Catholic Instruction League
while the Rev. Hartford J. Brucker, S.
}., is the local moderator of the Carroll unit.
Thus, clad in the armor of God, these
local college men zealously and valiantly
·
stnve
to instruct the ignorant, miss-informed, and the underprivileged in the
basic teachings of Catholicity, to answer
the inquiries or objections their groups
may suggest and to bring their fellow
Americans to right-reason and to God"Campaigners for Christ."

For

:,.

'

"Why dor 't: you speak
for yours !If, J.OHN?"

Others Active in
Sodality

Student Masses
The student mass this morning was offered by the Rev. Cecil Chamberlain, S.J..
for the repose of the soul of the father
of William Reidy, '37, who died a month
ago.
. La t week the student's mass was
said for the repose of the souls of the ~eceased me':lbers of the Carroll facul.y.
The requ1em masses at the stud~nt mass
have been begun. ~Y the ~ev. Clifford ].
LeMay, S.]., Spmtual Director, and the
Rev. Hartfo~d F. Brucker, S.]., Director
of the Sodahty.

I

French Club .Seeks New Home

Twenty-five Carroll :M:en
Work Among Poor
Youths of City

Feature Editor
On Ignatius Eye
Like Moses in the bull-rushes, of his
early life little is known. To help his
biographer along he did make the statement that he attended so many elementary schools that he cannot remember
their names. He prepped at \Vestern
Reserve Academy and St. Ignatius
High chool. At the latter institution
he is remembered for his work on the
school paper and on the debate platform. His mature logic and dramatic
presentation made his debate speeches
before scholastic audiences very popular. On the school newspaper, The Eye,
he held the post of Feature Editor.
One of his regular duties was writing
the ''High Spotlight", a column giving
the ·biography of one of the school's
seniors. By a queer twist of the wheel
of fortune one of those seniors whose
biography Clayton wrote at Ignatius
is now writing his.
In the fall of 1933 he entered John
Carroll University. He joined the
Sodality and together with Joe Sullivan won the Fre hman Debate Tournament.
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Phone CHerry 3360

Alden. Sotak

a tip from this old

legend and kee

talking. If she's in

another town. phone her often.

n costs litile. Low·est long distance rates.
which start at 7:00 o'clock each eve.
ning, also are in effect all day Sunday.

THE OHIO BEl.L TELEPHONE CO.
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. .- • matter of
tradition . . .
Editor's Note-The following editorial appeared _i,~ the New York Sui£, Dec. 17, 1897.
It was n;.-itten by Fra11cis P. CJmrch, the editor, i1~ reply to a letter from Virginia O'Hanloll, aged seve1~. Virgi11ia's friettds had told her
there was 1w Santa Clau.s and she wanted reassurallce. His reply, as it appears here, is probably 011e qf the ji11est editO'rials e-ver writte1~; it
mzswers the dcmbts of little V~rginia as tt•ell
as those uf ad1,lt mittds. It is a ·matter of
tra&itio1~ that it appear i1~ the Christmas issue
of the Carroll News.

Virginia, your little friends are wrong.
They have been affected by the skepticism
of a skeptical age. They do not believe except that they see. They think that nothing can be which is not c o m p r ehensible by their little minds. All minds,
Virginia, whether they be men's or children's, are little. In this great universe of
ours man is-a mere insect, an ant, in his intellect, as compared with the boundless world
about him, as measured by the intelligence
capable of grasping the whole truth and
knowledge.
Yes, Virginia, there is a Santa Claus. He
exists as certainly as love and generosity
and devotion exist, and you know that they
abound and give to our life its highest
beauty and joy. Alas! how dreary would
the world be if there were no Santa Claus.
It would be as dreary as if there were no
Virginias. There would be no child-like
faith then, no poetry, no romance, to make
tolerable this existence. We should have no
enjoyment except in sense and sight. The
eternal light with which childhood fills the
world would be extinguished.
Not believe in Santa Claus ! You might
as well not believe in fairies !, You might
get your papa to hire men to watch in all the
chimneys. on Christmas Eve to catch Santa
Claus, but even if they did not see Santa
Claus coming down, what would that prove?
Nobody sees Santa Claus, but that is no
sign that there is no Santa Claus. The
most real things in the world are those that
neither children nor men can see. Did you
ever see Fairies dancing on the lawn? Of
course not, but that's no proof that they are
not there. Nobody can conceive or imagine
all the wonders there are unseen and unseeable in the world.
You may tear apart the baby's rattle and
see what makes the noise inside, but there is
a veil covering the unseen world which not
the strongest man, nor even the united
strength of all the strongest men could tear
apart. Only faith, fancy, poetry, love,
romance, can push aside that curtain and
view and picture the supernal beauty and
glory beyond. Is it all real? Ah, Virginia,
in all this world there is nothing else real
and abiding.
No Santa Claus! Thank God! he li ves,
and he lives forever . A thousand years from
now, Virginia, nay, ten times a thousand
years from now, he will continue to make
glad the heart of Childhood.

•
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By Thomas E. Heffernan, '37
Christmas certainly is wonderful. Instead of
declining with the passage of years, its importance increases. And th is year in particular,
with human hate and intolerance running
rampant throughout the world, the Christmas
spiri t should take on a new and deeper significance for us.
The cherished ideal of peace on earth, good
will to men, that has withstood the trials and
tribulations of the longest depression in history,
is still the th eme of the times. May it ever remain so. If this principal is upheld, this world

. . • shades of
Iardner •..
By a Sophomore
Well here it is noon. Two more classes and
I'll be through with school till Jan. 4. Where
must I go next period. Oh yeah-English, and a
test to take. Objective test, at that. They arc
strickly the bunk. Fellow dont study for e;n ritestudies to know a thing rather than to rememb~r
it. Seniors say they get em 3 times a week in
Ethics. Whats more if you miss 1 question you
Jose 2 points. If you get it rite you only get one
point. If you skip it you only lose one point. Nasty
rwnor going around that some senior hands in
blank paper each t ime and that he gets the highest
mark in class. Smart guy, huh Watson.
Well pretty soon it will be Christmas. Nice
time of year only you gott<l give gifts and they :::ost
real dough. What will I give my gal. She says she
likes nice ,Pajamas. Askdt older brother and be
says pajamas are out. Two personal. Her people
and my folk would be shocked as H--. Two bad
-pajamas only cost buck fifty nine.
Well English test is killed. Probably got a
pinkey. Who cares? Even pluggers who sit in
front of room say they messdt it up. At least
I'm no plugger. Put that on my tombstone. Plugger always asks a lot of question> in class, tal<es
a flock of notes, types em out and keeps em in
nice notebook. Deserves to be hung but probably
will some day sit in a fine office and make a bigwad
of dough. Well didnt some big gink say bed rather
be rite than prexy.
Wonder what I'lL do Christmas. If I get
a nymore dictionaries I'll throw em and the givers
of em out in the alley. About noon all unkel ,
aunts, and cusens will come for free meal. Push
their way into dining room when dinner bell is
rang like spongers in breadline. Baby can they
eat. Glad I borded at Carroll. T hey wont outgrab
me. About four oclock pap will make some Tom
and Jerryes. After he has had his 3rd one the
spirit of the holiday will cause him to say-''Sonyou can have a wee drop." Then he'll spring with
half a glass full for me and one full to the brim for
himself. Then we'll offer a toast. Very chummelike-the whole affair. When he aint looking I'll
sneak a healthy hooker of his best Scotch. Then
I'll be in the spirit of things two.
Lovely time is Christmas holidays.

of ours becomes a far better place in which to
serve our all-important period of probation.
The joyous season of Christmas-it is in truth
a fifth season-is a month apart. Never is the
universal brotherhood of man more closely approached. Those fortunate enough to have ta.ke
pleasure in doing for those who have not. For
a time. at least, kindness breaks through the
shell of selfishness and sophistication with which
we have surrounded ourselves.
Throughout the world rings the great chorus
of "Peace on earth." The whole of mankind is
benefitted. The cause of universal peace is foste red . Once again, in spite of international complications and differences, the possibility of war
seems remote. The active opponents of war find
renewed strength and security in a day dedicated to the Prince of Peace.
The unifying force of nationalism, temporarily
discarded in the heat of election campaigning,
once more assumes its proper place in the life
of the country. App rehensions about the future
are allayed. National problems and difficulties
a re again viewed in their true light. We feel the
surge of a new courage and a new confidence.
The cardinal virtues of faith, hope, and, in
particular-charity are recalled to mind. Organizations in every community vie with each
other in giving concrete expression to these
principles by aiding the ick and aged, the poor
and infirm. Good work for men becomes the
order of the day, good will toward men is the
motive.
vVithin the home is the spirit of Christmas
best given expres ion. The sentiments we have
felt toward our families-and concealed-find an
easy and natural outlet at this time. It is almost
enough for us to witness the mysterious delights in store for the children. To recall the
pleasure with which we ourselves looked forward to the great day is to live again the days
of childhood. Indeed, the secret of the season
is a spontaneous opening of eyes, ears and heart
to the things that are not \'l.orldly.
At no other time is so exemplified that old
maxim, "the anticipation is always better than
the realization." From this fact is derived much
of the joy of the season, as children so well
realize. However, too much standardization has
entered the spirit of the season . The delivery
boy and the postman each receives his tie the
charity fund receives its donation and the ~ood
work is done. Chafed by Its commercialization,
we secretely resent the entire system.
So, this year instead of 'being wearied by the
whole procedure, let us try to reach the real
reason behind it all; instead of wishing the occasion were implified let us make of it the greatest event of the year. We can do quite well with
fewer of the mechanical "Merry Christmases"
we find so monotonous by Christmas eve, and
in their stead cultivate sincere sentiments of the
season toward our fellow men. We must receive
as well as give for it is only by receiving that
we are enabled to really appreciate what our
giving means. The proper combination of these
two elements alone can show us the true spirit
of the day; may this magic formula be ours.

By Thomas K. M. Victory '38

AM sure I have always thought of
Chri tma time, when it has come
round- apart from the veneration
due to its sacred name and origin,
if anything belonging to it can be apart
from that- as a good time; a kind, forgiving, charitable, pleasant time; the only
time I know o{ the long calendar of the
year, when men and women seem by one
consent to open their shut-up hearts
freely, and to think of the people below
them as if they really were fellow-passengers, and not another race of creatures
bound on other journeys .
These lines, culled from that best
known of all modern Christmas tories,
Charles Dickens' "A Christmas Carol",
reflect the true spirit of the season, and
are not amiss even in so worldly an institution as a column of a college ne'..vspaper. In our times, when money-mad
venders of goods have so commercialized
the birthday of our Lord as to undermine
in large measure the genuine and lasting
joy " ·hich should be associated inseparably with the Christmas Season, it is refreshing to read, to ponder over, and to
thoroughly digest the thoughts expres ed
above by the great English novelist."

• • • •

O Keep You Entertained During
the Holidays . . . The Notre Dame
U. Club of Cleveland holds its annual Xmas formal at the Carter on
December 26 ... Many of the guys and gals
are snow-training to Cambridge Springs,
Pa., on the next day ... Cathedral Latin's
annual Christmas Party takes place on the
29th, the same night that the Ursuline
Alumnae are dancing at the Cleveland . . .
The " C" Club is having its second annual
formal at John Carroll on New Year's Eve
. .. The annual Notre Dame College Alumnae Dance also takes place during tht: holidays .. . On New Year's night, many of
the locals will taper off at the Princeton
Triangle Club show ... And if you have any
spare time, please rip off a history of the
British Empire for your weary columnist.

T

• • • •

OUBLING Back to Tha11ksgiving Week
... The Notre Dame Interclass Da1~e at
Acacia em Tuesday proved successful financially a11d artistically, with mzu:h praise
bei11g heard for Doc Whipple's orchestra .. . The
Ursuline Prll'm 01~ the follO'wing 11ight plaJ.•ed host
to more Carrollers than most J. C. dances . . .
Skiddy weather delayed the start of the scheduled
"Di111 zer at Eight" to well past t~i1~-tlzirty • • . ,
Gri::anti's did a mshi11g b11si11ess later i11 the e-venillg ... Thanksgiv ing night fowld half of Cltn-'1!/and at the Holh·11dm for the Carroll foatball da11ce
... at which Bill D eckmaa did wzintet1ti0'11al acrobatics i11 the middle of the da11ce flaor, with the
help of "Big George" Neagoy ... Teetotalers got
st1111g in the Vogue Room, with CCJCa-Cola selli11g
at rwcnly-fi?,'e cents pe-r ... T-Ve wcmder what Jim
Grant toas doing i11 the committee room for three
hours ... Jack Comuay fozmd out that yo" have
to stop for red traffic lights eve11 if it is after 2
A. M . . .. Th e ·wear and tear of ma11y dances begall to tell on the Carroll pocketbook, so everybody
went to Clark's.

D

• • • •

' T IMELY Topics (with apologies to Chuck
Henry) ... The gents with steadies will
now rise and give a short cheer for more
of these cold Saturdays and Sundays. A
brisk skate followed by coffee and donuts in the
one-and-only's kitchen makes a fine substitute
for those expen ive week-end dates . . . Wiser
heads overruled radicals at Ursuline who wished
to chisten the scandal column of their new sheet
"Libeled Ladies'' . . . The Carroll News staff is
asking Santa Claus for another party like the
one they held in the old music room at this time
last year ... December 25 Special: Grab yourself a bit of Christmas Cheer by slapping a twospot on the nose of "Pundit" at Santa Anita ...
Reliable authority has it that Joe Busher's
Christmas present to Gerry Murphy is going to
be an engagement ring ... Sam Bauman, '35, has
turned cradle-snatcher to the delight ( ?) of the
St. Augustine girls ... " Mike" :Moran' ex-'37, is
about to leave town for a job in :Miami, Fla.
... Bill Sewell was best man at the recent Ed
Krueger-Evelyn Burns merger . . . Bernie Sallot got rough at a recent tobogganing party and
Jeanne Edel emerged with a pair of black eyes.
ORE Timely Topics ... Last Friday John
Czyzak found a fly in his soup. Being a
right-hander who refuses to eat meat on Friday,
(Continu-ed em Page 8)
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IStepanik
McMahon, Osborne, and
Win J)ebate Cup

II

Winners of President's Cup
l.!:=:===="-======~=d1

m1mmum wages and maxtm um hours
fo r industry.
Members of the freshman class who
T~urnament
National Emergency Peace
have
paired for the tournament and
Campaign Prepares for
William
McMahon and
Jamc~~ their advisors are: Robert Miller and
Convention in Music Hall
Osborne defeated the affirmative teanl~ Earnest Killeen, Affirmative, Advisor
of Clayton Lange and Thomas He£-• William McMahon; John Nichols and
T he National Emergency Peace Camfer
nan in th e final con test of the com- Richard O 'Grady, Affirmative, A dpaign, of which Mr. Walter G. O'Donpetition
for the B. J . Rodman Debate visor Clayton Lange; Frank LaSalvia
nell, professor of Political Science at
Cu
p
a
t
the
student convocation Wed- and Eugene McCafferty, Affi rmative,
John Carroll University, is a memnesday, December 9. Joseph Stepanilf Advisor Richard Leusch; William Meber of the e x e c u t i v e Committee,
and Vi ncent Fornes acted in the capac- Nally and John Fogarty, Affirmat ive,
is making preparations for a Mass
ity of advisors ' or negati ve an c 1 Advisor
Thomas Vic tory; Dav td=====t
"1 eeting to be held in the Music Hall
affirmative teams respectively. This de Dingledy and Henry Svec, Affirmative,
of the Public Auditor ium, on the evening
bate concluded the seventh annual in- Advisor Thomas Heffernan; Carl Gibof January 18. This movement, comtramural debate tournament s p o n• lin and Paul Vincent, Affirmative, Adposed of people irom all groups, and
by thl:! John Carroll Ora- visor Edward Nilges; Joseph H alliday
sored
representing a wide variety of opinions
torical
Society, of which the R ev. and Vincent Cortesi, Affirmative, Adon this important question, is motivated
Charles
McDevitt Ryan, S. J., is mod- visor Anthony Oleksy; John Petty
by a desire to revive interest in the proberator. Joseph P. Sullivan, president of and James Lancaster, Affirmative,
~ems of international relations in view
the Oratorical Society, was chairman Advisor James Osborne; John Hunt
of the critical situation existing in Europe
of
this debate./
and William Normi le, Negative, Adand Asia at the present time. Among the
visor A n t h o n y 0 I e k s y; Joseph
speakers at the meeting of J anuary 18,
Fr osh T ou rnament
Quayle
and William H ainen, Negative,
will be Maude Roidan of England, Rev.
Starts in January
Left to right: James Osborne, '39; William McMahon, '37;
Advisor
Clayton
Lange;
Stanley
Raymond McGowan of Catholic Unive rPlans have already been formulated
Joseph Stepanik, '39.
Legan
and
Nicholas
Fasciano,
Negasity, Rabbi Bernstein of Rochester, and
for a Fres hman debate T ournament tq
tive,
Advisor
William
McMahon;
John
Sher wood E ddy.
be held w1der the auspices of the Ora.,
Kenney and Robert Hanna, Negative,
torical Society. The first round of the
sincere hope for its accomplishment, a
Part of
Advisor Richard Leusch; George O tto
competition will take place during the
faith in our ability to move forwa rd toNational Campaign
and Joseph Follen, Negative, Advisor
w~e k of January 18. The frosh team ~
T his progran1, which has been planned wards our goal, and a charitable conThomas Victory; John VandeMotter
will work under the 9\lpervision o£
in several cycles to extend over a con- cern for human brotherhood. W ithout
and Andrew Laheta, Negative, Advisor
va rs ity debaters and all debates will b ~
sider able period of time, is part of a na- these social attitudes, we might as well
Thomas Heffernan; Vincen t Co!Jins
conducted by m ember s of the Speec~
become
resigned
to
steady
retrogression
.
Plans
E
thics
Seminar
tion-wide campaign centering in 100 maand John Zerbe, Negative, Advisor
Department and th e members of th~'
After First of Year
jor cities as regional centers. The main Fatalism Retards
Edward Nilges; W ill iam M:cGa nnon
upperclass squad. In dropping th d
issue will be a consideration of the pos- Progress
For Seniors
and Phil Dwyer, Nega.tiv'e, Advisor
questio.n of . unicame ral legislation,
sibilities of keeping the United States out
"Fatalism - Scepticism - Pessimism
James Osborne.
(Contin11ed From P age 1)
Oratoncal officers have decided tJ
of future wars, and this question wi ll in- -these are the great obstacles that stand
Father Ryan and the officers of the
read by the ad ult, not by the child, and I permit the sixteen fr eshman teams to
volve a discuss ion of neutrality legisla- in the way of a relative attainment of
have requested that the adsociety
only such parts of it as were applicable debate the regular intercollegiate
tion and the present Pan-American Peace the worthy objectives of international
to the child's nature be used for his in- topic of the year, viz., Resolved: That visors confer with their teams before
Conference which is endeavoring to bind peace under an orderly regime of justice
struction.
Congress should be empowered to fix leaving the university this morni ng.
the nations nf the Westerem Hemisphere and international law. The present state
F
r.
Otting
conducted
the
series
of
leer;:================~===============:::l
together in pacific solidar ity. Other mat- of Europe is the consequence of materlures under the auspices of the adult eduters to be given consideration include the ialism rw1 wild in the deadening atmos- cation and study club sections of the
extent to which naval policy should be de- phere of pessimism and fatalism. Fatal- Akron deanery of the National Council of
signed to protect American property in- ism has always stood in the way of pro- Catholic Women.
terests and investments abroad, methods gress. Contemporary civilization is not
of American co-operation for the main- free from the den1or alizing influence of St. Ignatius Scene
tenance of peace and removal of the fata lism. This attitude of accepting Of Seminar
caus~s of war, and the building of a dy- 1 things as they are, as inevitable, has alWhen classes are resumed after the
namtc movement of constructive effort ways been the welcome resort of a lazy
among those committed to the promotion mind. Even those who enjoy the bene- Chr istmas vacation, F ather Otting expects
of peace.
fits of a progress that has swept aside to inaugurate another series of seminars
the conclusions of pessimists and opened fo r the benefit of university seniors. It
Prof. O'Donnell to Speak
the eye of skeptics sometimes lapse into has been reported that the sess ions will
At Music Hall
fatalism in the face of any proposal for be held some night of the week in a classroom at St. Ignatius High School.
Serving on the Executive Committee further improvement of the social environment.
Members of last year's senior class
of twelve which is furthering this movefoun
d the bimonthly meetings of great
ment in the Cleveland area are Rev.
War Inevitable,
interest with the result that attendance
Cyprian Ennnanual, 0 . F. M., Miss
was consistently large. Last year the
Helen Phelan of the Merrick House, Mrs. Say Fatalists
were taken up with the discusmeetings
Frances Bushea, and Professor O'Don"\tVestern Civilization, with the social
nell.
values of Democracy and the spi ritual ison of the practical applications of
Prof. O'Donnell has long been known v·alucs of Christianity, is now endangered theories studied in the regular day sesas an ardent advocate of peace, and, while by the possibilities of another \V orld sions. Father Otting has indicated that
he may maintain a scientific impartiality \Var. \ Var is now probable because this same type of program will be preand objectivity in class-room discussions peace has been regarded too long as "im- sented when the seminars are resumed.
According to the head of the philosoinvolving the issues of international rela- possible." Fatalism has stood in the way
tions, a positive conviction attends his of the rational solution of the problen1S phy department a definite announcement
Call Box Office for Reservations
remarks,. from the platform.
of ordering international relations that regarding the date of the fi rst seminar
On S1lnday afternoon, January 3, Mr. confront the society of nations. That will be made du ring one of the classes
II
O'Donnell will speak at the Music Hall the evil of war is "inevitable" and the soon after the Chr istmas vacation.
of the Public Auditorium under the au- prevention of wa r "impossible" are the
spices of the Cleveland Community Re- twin arguments of the fatalist. We can
ligious Hour. His topic will be "Dem- thank them for our present predicament.
ocracy and the Modern Crisis." During They have made war imminent."
the latter part of next month he is
scheduled to make several addresses in Quotes From
On Friday, December 18, the J ohn
Detroit, Chicago, and neighboring cities. "Interna tional Ethics"
Carroll Uni v-ersity Glee Club under the
When asked what hope there could be
Here Prof. O'Donnell reached into his
fo r peace in view of the present war- de k, procured a copy of a pamphlet en- direction of the Rev. Jos. A. K iefer, S
trends in Europe and Asia, Prof. O'Don- titled "International Ethics" and quoted ]., will present a special Christmas progra m over radio stat ion W T AM from
nell.
the following passage; ''The mental atti- 10:30 to 11 P. M.
tude of the people must be changed and
Faith, Hope and
The program will consist of a wide
reformed ,with regard to the possibility of
Charity Needed
selection of Christmas songs and a reestablishing permanent peace. One of
"\t\'hat hope for crime prevention in the greatest obstacles to peace has been citation. T here will be two soloists,
view of the anti-social inclinations of the lazy assumption that wars must come, Frank Cai ne, who will sing Schubert's
some individuals? \ Vhat hope for virtue that there will always be wars while "Ave :Maria," and Louis }..f orabito, who
in view of the propensities for evil in men are men. So long as this pessimism will sing 'Until."
David Ferrie, accompanied by Robert
human nature? What hope· for human prevail . the majority of persons will not
progre s or improvement in any field of a-sert themseh·e in the cause of peace. Yeager, w ill offer a recitation entitled
endeavor in view of human fallibility? \Vorld peace is largely, if not mainly, a "The Story of the Kativity."
Without hope, a11d an abiding faith in matter of human faith. If the majority
The Glee Club presented a program
human nature, our present degree of of the people believe that peace can be similar to the one described above at Concivilization, however imperfect, would established and secured, peace will be vocation last W ednesday. This program
never have been achieved. The salvation established and secured. \\'e must per- was still in the progress of preparation
of society, as well as the individual, re- si tently show that a reign of peace is and so the performance \tVednesday was
quires a genuine application of the vir- feasible, until this idea and this faith be- in the nature of a dress rthearsal. DeCall Box Office /or R eservations
tuous attitudes of faith, hope, and char- come a dominating and effective element igned for the radio the entire show wi ll
ity. To attain peace, or any other worthy in the habitual thinkit!g of the a,·erage be definitely improved by the intimacy of
social objective, it is necessary to have a man and woman."
the microphone.

President's Trophy Given to
Winners of Intramural

Fr. Otting
Ends Series

''Take It Away'',.,,.,,.,,.,

Princeton 1'riangle Club
Musical Comedy

New Year's Nign t - January First
Cleveland Aud. Music Hall

8:15 P. M.

$1-2-3.

Present Glee Club
B r oadcast Tonight

Pennsylvania Mask &Wig Club
Presents a Musical Comedy

"This Mad Whirl'' .

I

P ublic Auditorium Music Hall
Tuesday, Dec. 29

8:15 P. M.

$1-2.50

--
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John Czyzak, Alumnus,
Serves as Private
Secretary to Dean Bracken
Former Carroll News Writer
Works in Office
Of University Head
Mr. J ohn Czyzak, '36, ha been private
secretary to the Rev. Edward J. Bracken,
S. J., during the fir st few months of the
present academic year. H e will continue
in this capacity until next fall when he
will leave his Alma Mater to enroll in
the Foreign Service School at Georgetown University.
Mr. Czyzak was born in Bremen, Germany, at the outbreak-of the World War,
and began life under hardships so severe
that his health was permanent ly affected.
When, seven years later, he moved to
Poland, his health had mended sufficiently to permit his attendance at schN,I.
There he remained until 1929 when he
left for America. With brief stops in
England and Ireland he reached Cleveland just in time to welcome the worst
John Czyzak
depression in the country's history.
He attended West High briefly, apd,
in 1932, matriculated at Carroll. His
subsequent achievements are widely
known. He supplemented his scholastic
excellence as secretary to the Rev. J oseph
A. Kiefer, S. ]., sang base, and played
piano in the Glee Club. During his
senior year he served as president of
Carroll Dramatic Organization
this organization.
He devoted much time to the Carroll To Present "Murder In
News writing "The Music Box" and col- The Cathedral"
laborating with Gerald Fallon in writing
the paper's scandal column which they
(Continu.ed from Page 1)
called "Round and Round."
the one-act plays wh ich the L. T . S. presented in the auditorium. T hese plays were
an ex periment in that t he modern style
of stage production had never previou ly
been presented by the Carroll students.
Another novel feature was that the reProspective Graduates
sponsibility for direction was shouldered
Discover Needs for
by the students.

L. T. S.

Names Play

Dean Interviews
Seniors
·conclusion of Course

May Present More
One
Act Plays
For the past two weeks the Rev. Ed-

ward ]. Bracken, S. J., Dean of the
university, has been granting interviews
to members of the senior class. These
discussions dealt with the student's chance
of graduating with the class of 1937. I n
coming to a decision concerning the possibility of graduation, the Dean checked
the number of quality points and number
of credit hours amassed by each student
and compared these with the requirements as set down tn the catalogue.
University regulations require that the
topics for the senior thesis be submitted
to 1M Dean's office by Monday, J anua ry
11. To be graduated every senior is required to submit a paper on some topic
dealing with the course in which the
student has majored. Although length
of the thesis is usually governed by the
dictates of the professor, precedent has
set the length at somewhat in excess of
5000 words.
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"Libel" Next
At Drury

Vacation

Court Room 1\Iyster y to
Be Presented hy Local
Play House
Exciting holiday theatre entertainment at The Play House will follow
the closing on . unday night, Dec. 20.
of E lmer Rice':> atire, "Kot For Child ren:' the current play in the Drury
theat re.

Dec. 22 Date of
Opening

Accorcfi11g to thr catalog•t.:
Christmas 'l<Watio11 is sciJcduld to
btgia 011 IT"cdllcsda_\' , !Ju. 23.
H O?.,.C'i'<·r, dttc to the fact that
Prcsidc11t's Day is 011 Tuesday am'l
that the sfr<'Cial holida.v dtclarcd b:;•
tile Prcn•illcial is Jlo11day the hvlida:;• scssic>11 -.,.;/[ begi11 today after

the last class. Class,•,· -.,•ill be r.·011 !If ondaJ•, }alt. -1.

sttmcd

Carro ll Holida y Schedule
Tuesday, Der. 22-Baskctl>a/l
game; Kmt Statc--8:15 Lati11
Gym.
TV c:d11aday, Dec. 23-Baskct-

ball game; Du<JUCSIIC--<JI Pitts"Libel", an ingenuious court room
burgh
•··
myste1·y drama by Edward \\'ooll imLittle
Tuesday, Dec. 29 ported from England and scheduled to
Theater Society me1'1i11g
open in Drury theatre on Dec. 22,
marks the second appearance as
"guest arti t" of an old fa\·orite . Carl
Benton Reid, who ·wili be featu red in
one of the most prominent roles.
1Ir. Reid will be remembered for
many outstanding per form an c e s
among which the favorite were "The Sixty-five Attend Northern
Je t" and "King Lear." Four seasons
Ohio Confer ence for
ago, he returned to the theatre to make
his first "guest artist" appearance in Catholic Libr ary H eads
the title role in "The Late Christopher
A conference of Catholic librarians of
Bean."
Northern Ohio was held in the ChemReid Ap pear s in
istry building, Friday, November 27. Al11any Plays
though adverse weather conditions preDuring his absence from The Play \·ai led, 65 delegates attended. All CathHouse, 1I r . Reid appeared in New olic colleges in Cleveland and many of
York in such successes as "Fiesta," those in Northern Ohio were represent"The Greeks had a \ Vord for It," ed.
"Subway Express," "Foreign Affairs"
and "Her }.{an of \Vax." He has been P rof. Wiess
associated with the Globe Repertory Reacls Pap er
The conference opened at ten in the
company playing Shakespearian role
at the \ Vorld Fair in Chicago for two morning and closed at five in the afteryears and appeared at The Dallas Ex- t'oon. A paper on the use of the library
was delivered by ~fr. Frank Wiess, Engposition in Texas.
The second of The Play House holi- lish professor here. Carroll students who
day plays is an amusing Play House didn't attend the conference were able to
Review to be given in the Brook· hear this pape r as it was read at the

Hold Library
Meeting Here

theatre opening on Wednc day

C\'C-

ni ng, Dec. 23. The Revic'' will fea ture
or igina l songs and skits written by
members of The Play Hou~e company
and other s.

Jesuits Leave
For Christmas
Father Brack en and F ather
Ewing to Attend
Deans' Confer en ce
During the approaching holiday season . several member of the faculty
will leave the University to take part
in the various mcetin~i being held
during this period.
The Rev . Edward ]. Bracken, .J.,
Deau of John Carroll l:niYersity, and
the Rev. Thomas D. Ewing, S.J., Assi tant Dean, will journey to Chicago
to attend the meeting of the Jesuit
Deans of the Chicago Providence.

Fa ther Otting
Attends P h ilosophy Meet
The Rev. Leonard J. Otting, S.J.,
Profc sor of Philosophy at ] ohn Carroll will take part in the twelfth annual meeting of the Catholic Philosophical Association at the same city.
Father Otting was chairman of the
committee arranging for last year's
convention which was held in Hotel
Cleveland.
Two members of the faculty will say
midnight }.[ass on Christmas Eve. The
Rev. Benedict J. Rodman, S.J.. President of John Carroll Univer. ity, will
say his Ma s at the Catholic Young
\Vomcn's Home in Cleveland, while the
Rev. Jacob Z. Jolict, S.J ., Professor of
Mathematics, will celebrate midnight
l\Iass at Louisville, Ohio. He will remain in Louisville for the remainder
of the Holiday Season .

Fa ther Publ
Gives Triduum

Aftcl" traveling downstate during the
early part of the vacation period, the
Rev. Louis J. Puhl, S.]., will give a
Tridum at J\Iercy Hospital in Hamilton , Ohio.
An eight day retreat is to be preached
by the Re\·. Hartford F. Brucker,
S.J., ·Moderator of the Carroll Sodality,
to the S is t er s of St. Augunine
:\.cadamy.
student convocation last week.
ln Toh!do, the Rev. Cecil Cha mbe r·
• fr. F rank Suhadolnik, Carroll Librarian, announces that there is a de- lain will concl ude his series of Gesu
cided increa e in student usc of the Car- Conferences on Communism at Gesu
Parish.
roll library.

T here is a possibility that the Little
Theate r Society, of wh ich the Rev. \ Villiam Murphy, S. ] ., is moderator, will
present more one-act plays th is year.
H owever, directors of the society hope
tha t Car roll students will try the ir hands
at writing such plays in order to make
the production one in which only the
students participate. T he Society hopes
to be able to produce the next group of
one-act plays in more intimate setti ng
than that afforded by the very spacious
auditorium. P erhaps a temporary stage
will be erected in the smoking room with
a view to presenting the plays in a
strictly informal manner.

Frosh Give
Social

Jesuit Provincial
Visits Carroll

T he class of 1940 last night p rcsen~ed
a joint vaudev ille show and motion picture before 500 people in the Carroll auditorium. F reshman Coach John "Judge"
Carberry acted as master of ceremonie;.
After a nu mber of songs by different
Sets Aside Monday as
members of the class, after harmonica
Free Day at
solos, accord ian solos and piano olos,
Request of Students
movies produced by the A mer ican League
entitled "Play Ball' were shO\\·n by Roger
When the Very Rev. Gerald A. Fitz- P eckinpaugh, former shortstop fo r the
gibons, S. ]., provincial of the Chicago Washington Senators and manager of
province of the Society of ] esus, visited the Cleveland Indians.
John Carroll University late last month,
a delegation of student leaders welcomed Introduce Football
him in the name of the student body. Players
During the interview the group reminded
A n interu'l!i sion preceded the prehim that it is traditional for the provincial to declare a holiday whenever he sentati on of films of the Notre Dame North western game. Du ring the intermisvisits a university.
In granting the request of the students siQn members of the Freshman fcotball
Father Provincial declared M onday, De- sq uad were introduced to the a~emblage.
cember 22 as the free day to be set aside The committee- in charge of the affair
in his honor. As a result of this :tct was composed of the class officers; Bill
Christmas vacation will beg in after the Young, president; J ohn ~leilinger, vicelast class today, since Tuesday is the tra- president; Tom l\faloney, secretary; Bill
ditional President's Day and is also a Duff in, treasure r.
T he purpose of the show wa to raise
holiday.
Father Fitzgibons spoke to the student money for the numerals and sweaters for
body at the Friday Mass during his visit, the fros h gridders. The fre hrnen later
pointing out in his brief discourse the hope to augment this fund by holding a
1·affle.
value of a Catholic college education.

HERE·s WHY THERE:S NO OTHER TOBACCO LIKE PRINCE ALBERT: P.A.IS CHOICE
MELLOW TOBACCO- "CRIMP CUT" FOR COOLNESS-WITH THE''BITE"REMOVED BY
eo.•. ,,93S,R.J.Elq~
SPECIAL PROCESS. ITS THE LARGEST-SELLING TOBACCO
IN. THE WORLD. AND SWELL FOR ''MAKIN'S" CIGARETTES.
... Tob.Co.

PRINCE ALBERT MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE:
Smoke 20 fragrant pipefuls of Pri nce Albert. If you do n't find it the mellow.
est, tastiest pi pe toba c co you e ve r am.ok e d , re tu.rn t he pocke t tin with the
rest of t h e tobacco in it to u s a t a n y time wi thi n a month f rom thi.a date. and
we will r efund full purchu e pric e 9 p) ua p oataa-e.

50

p ipe f ula of fr& •
grant tobacco in
eve r y 2·ounce tin

o f P rince A lb e rt
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By Chuck Heaton

GOOD CAGE
SEA ON-MAYBE
Ba ketball prospects for the
season officially opening Tuesday night, look rather bright.
However I do not wish to be too
optimistic about· the hardwooder's chances. Last year at this
time it looked as though we had a
championship in the making, but

Football Squad Picks These Backs

Open Against
Kent· Tuesday

Five Big Four Players
Selected for Honor Spots;
Noble, Schoen, at Halves;
Doc Kelker Not on Team

Well Drilled Basketball
Squad Meets Kent With High
Hopes for Successful Season;
Play Duesquene Wednesday
By Ed. McCarthy

Blue Streak
Gridders Pick
Opponent Team

By Bob Tryon
_

The John Carroll All-Opponent
team finally hits the print. With

When the Carroll cagers take
the floor next Tuesday in the rubber game of their series with Kent
State, local sport followers will
see a team vastly improved in all
departments of the game when
compared with the team which
iast year spiit two games wi
Kent contingent, 40-39 and 38-44.
Coach Tom Conley, after a trial
period of more than a week, cut

the initial turnout of 20 candidates to
a squad of 12. These he has put through
an intensive program of drill on fundamentals, coupled with demonstrations
of the finer points of play. He has also
introduced a new type of offense,
the season's finale found the Blue and hitherto unused at Carroll which makes
Gold with only four wins in eighteen the best possible use of the team's style
encounters. It must be remembered, of play.
however, that before the mid-year Team Has '
exams played such havoc to their ranks, High Scorers
the boys showed a good deal of natIndividually, the players have beneural talent as a group of individualists. fitted greatly as a result of expert
This same group of sharpshooters coaching. Garrett, Wolan ki,
and
are back again this year. Gene W olanThompson, each of whom seated more
ski played good ball laSt year but I be- than 100 points in last season's 17
lieve that he is capable of better play- games have shown steady improveing. Glenn Garrett has all of the phyment and should better their record
sical attributes of a great performer this season. Their power as a scoring
but he has failed to show that certain threat will be augmented by Ed Rosinecessary spirit. He was a real hard- cki. The "Ace" who seems to grow
wooder at Akron St. Vincent and per- tougher every year has developed into
haps he will again find himself. John such a capable floor man and short
McGraw appears to have potential shot artist that he has ·been shifted to
ability and great predictions about his forward. The remaining forward is "P.
future were made last year, but he A." Dromo who has developed rapidly.
failed to live up to his press notices.
If he forgets his clippings, forgets that Wilson
he played at Latin, forgets his fancy Shows Class
shots and remembers to go to class,
There is no lack of guard material,
then perhaps he will become an asset. there being no less than seven candiDan Mormile, Bob Thompson, and dates for the two positions. They are
Johnnie 1Iarcus can be depended on John McGraw, Dan Mormile, Dave Wilfor a good ball game. Lou Gliha, a son, Bill Thomas, Ken Fierle, John
junior, needs experience but will de- Marcus, and Lou Gliha. McGraw is the
velop. Ed Rosicki has hown much irn- only one who has had any considerable
proYement in practice ses ions. Dave experience in college competition. His
Wilson looks like the real thing but is calm defensive play is a steadying inan unknown quantity in varsity com- fluence on hi teammates. Mormile and
petition. Ken Fierle, John Dromo, and 1farcus played the first half of last seaBill Thomas are the Sophs who round son but went out on fouls in the now
out an apparently strong squad. The
lattE;r, a fine floorman may be in the
opening lineup.
ATIENTION
\Ve should get something out of
The Blue Streak cagers will
good players and fine coaching, but I
meet the Alumni in a warmup
am still keeping my fingers crossed
game tomorrow in the John Carwhen I think of Due quene, Loyola,
roll gym. No admission fee will
Detroit, etc.
be charged and Carroll students
PIVOT PLAY
and friends are invited to take a
look at the new edition of the
BACK AGAIN
Blue and Gold hardwooders. The
The new rule proposed by Coach
alumni with such stars as Al
Roy Clifford of Reserve should restore
Burens, Pat Cooney, Bill Mcat least in part the old pivot play and
Guire, Gene Stringer, Bill Herbe especially advantageous to tall cenzog, Pete Amico, and Ray Zorters or pivot men. This is a variation
man in the lineup should furnish
of the three second rule in which the
opposition of a high caliber.
foul circle will be divided into an inside zone near the basket and an outside zone. The three second rule will classic encounter with the mid-year exhold only in the inner zone and the old aminations. Dave Wilson who would
pivot play can be worked from the be a welcome addition to any 'ball club
outer zone. This rule should restore i the most promising of the newcomthe value of the pivot play and still ers. Fierle and Thomas are as yet unprevent the old crowding under the tried in college competition, "Columbia
basket. All of the Big Four teams Lou'' Gliha erstwhile fullback carved
have agreed to use this rule in their him elf a place on the team by his
games and it may possibly be adopted vigorous style of play, going at full
by other schools.
speed every minute he is in the game.

PLAY GAMES
AT LATIN

Streaks Have
Tough Sked

There have been frequent complaints
in the past (with real justification) that
old t. Ignatius gym where Carroll has
been playing their ba ketball games for
some time is not conducive to either
large crowds or good playing. This
condition has been eradicated now as
Coach Tom Conley has made arrangements to play all of our home games
which do not conflict with previous
contests at the Cathedral Latin gym.
This is one of the finest gyms in Cleveland with a well kept floor, a good sized
seating capacity, ttnd a convenient location.
The opener with Kent will
definitely be played there.

But, and a very big BUT, although
thi sea on Carroll will be represented
by the strongest squad ever turned out
at this school, this team will undoubtedly playing the toughest cage schedule
in the school's history. They must
face teams such as Duquesne, Detroit
U., and Chicago Loyola, teams which
rank in the top flight in the nation's
basketball circle and consistently turn
out players of All-American caliber.
In addition they must play two games
each with their Big Four opponents,
who have consi ·tently been impro,·ing
their cage machines, and tangle with
( C cmti1111ed 01~ Page 7)

the naming of the team by the
Carroll players comes the expected few and the omission of
the expectant majority. The individual members of the Blue
@'il@':!@~j#.;;#m~i~~-=..1-<:treak squaa were con ac e and
were requested to name two full
teams, with, of course, stress put
upon the first team selection. In
all there were 58 players mentioned. The team chosen as the

Letters, Numerals
Awarded Soon

"wonder squad" would be capable of
battling to a stand still, any team m
this part of the country.
The end positions were awarded to
Bill Davidson, the elongated pass snatcher from Baldwin-Wallace, and Dick
Irelan from Ohio University, Irelan's
defensive work was brilliant and just
for good count he added a pass con-

Norman Schoen
Baldwin-Wallace
Halfback

Six Sophomores to Receive
Letters and Sweaters;
Freshmen Get Numerals

ALL

O~PONENT

BULLETIN - These varsity
football awards have not as yet been
approved by the Athletic board. This
meeting may add several players to
the list as Tom Conley will ask the
Board to award a letter to any boy
who participates in the Big Four
game.
Although the pigskin season has
been over for some time the varsity
gridders eligible for letters
have
just been announced. Qnlytwentyplayers have played the 120 minutes or
over necessary to receive the award.
Several players who received monograms in other seasons failed to see
enough action to merit the honor.

Much Interest
ln lntramurals

Porkorney
Improves

Students Greet Intramural
Program
With Enthusiasm;
John Porkorney, senior tackle, gainPlayers
Show
Real Talent
ed his first letter this year. Porky did
not see a great deal of action in his
first two seasons but this fall found him
one of the most improved players on
the squad. The concluding games this
season aw him playing fine ball and
in the game most of the time.
Six sophomores saw ufficient action
to gain a letter and thus have the
chance to 'become three lettermen at
football. These are the two backs, Bob
\Vi wosser and I van Garapic; tackles,
Pat :Malia and Dick Domanski; guard,
Jimmy Wilson, and johnny Semperger
at end. Domanski came along at such
a fast rate that he received second
team tackle choice on most of the Big
Four honor teams.

If the present basketball progran1 is
any criteria, this year promises to be or.e
of the finest in Carroll history for intramural sports. The basketball league
l.!ague has been in progress for two wo~eks
and has aroused wide spread enthusiasm
in the student body. The games are being played at night in the Carroll auditorium or during the day in the B•~!le
faire gymnasium.

Tourney Shows
Good Playing

Letters to Be Awarded
At Banquet Jan. 14
These letters and sweaters will be
given out next month at a football banquet to be sponsored by the Alumni
Association with the varsity and freshmen players as guests of honor. Arrangement for this dinner are !'till in
the embryonic stage, but the likely date
has been set for January 14. It probably
will be held in one of the downtown
hotels.
A large squad of Freshmen gridders
are to receive their letters and sweaters. These awards are based on regular
attendance at practice sessions as the
first _year me.n ~o ~ot play any games.
A sltght vanat10n 111 the color scheme
has been made in order to make a more
sharp distinction from the varsity
sweaters. The sweaters are gold with
th.e blue numerals.
The following are the Freshmen who will re·
ccive their numerals: Warner Ahlman, Joseph
Barrett, Edward Arsenault, Walter Butler, Nick
Fasciano, George Fannon, George Gellig, Joseph
Hoctor, Edmund Johns, Fred Johns, Harold
Karsznia, Anthony Kolka, Gerald Krispinsky,
Stanley Legsn, Ted Lempges, John Lucas, Ken·
neth Lucha. John Meilinger, Elmer Miller, John
Mun-ay, Edward O'MaUey, Joseph Quayle,
Willred Rancourt, Nick Ronan, Morgan Ru·
dlcb, Louis Sulzer, Fred Scheiber, Albert Sut·
ton, John Van De Motter, Edward Willard,
William Young and Joe Telzerow.

TEAM

First Team
Second Team
Davidson (B.-W.) ...................... L. E ................................... (Case) Nason
Ragazzo (Res.) ............................ L. T ................................. (B.-W.) Krause
Spehek (Case) ...... - ...................... L. G............................. (Res.) Myslenski
Gutzweiler (Dayton) ................... C....................................... (Res.) Severs
Doniferro (Ohio U.) ..............R. G ........................... (B.-W.) DelCorso
Anderson (Case) ........................ R. F ............................... (Akron) Pledger
Irelan (Ohio U.) ........................ R. & ............................. (Dayton) Smythe
Montgomery (Ohio U.) .............Q. B ....................... (Dayton) Zotkiewitz
Noble (B.-W.) ............................ H. B ............................. (Kent S.) Garner
Schoen (B.-W.) ...................... H. B ............................... (Res.) Andrews
Abdulla (Akron) ......................... F. B ........................... (Case) MlckovsJsy

I

The tourney so far has shown tloth
good and bad playing. Although the
good probably far exceeds the bad at
present, some real talent has been noted
during the e games. The squads appear
to be well balanced and the majority of
games have been hard fought conte·sts.
Some of the teams have signed up fr !shman basketball players but these are no
longer eligible after the official practice
for the first year men starts.
After examinations the final series will
be played. The game precentages of the
first half will continue right into the 'ICCond half. Some of the teams that have
not shown enough interest and have not
appeared to play their games will be
dropped at the end of the semester. The
members of these teams who still de•;ire
to play can be absorbed by any o er
tea~ as long as their numbers are still
limtted to eight.
•

nection or two. The tackles chosen
were Phil Ragazzo, of Reserve, and Anderson, the Case man who led the assault upon the Carroll backs. Ragazzo
was named the outstanding linesman.

Guard Race
Is Close
In the down and under posttJOn, in
other words, the guard spots, Doniferro of Ohio University and Spehek
of Case were named. These two men
rushed the Carroll aerial efforts and
sto~ped c?ld any advancement through
thetr terntory. The center choice was
a neck to neck battle with 2nd team
selections giving the selection to Ed
Gutzweiler of Dayton University.

Schoen, Noble
In Backfield
The touchdown twins from Baldwin-Wallace lead the dash to the backfield positions, in other words, Ken
Noble and Norm Schoen were popular choices. The fullback spot was
given to Abdulla from Akron U., who
smashed the Carroll line with the
greatest amount of damage that was
d_one during the year. The fourth positlo~ was awarded Montgomery of
Oht_o U. He led the ground gainers
agamst Carroll and did some fine
blocking to aid his cause.

Doc Kelker
Omitted

Players eligible for selection were
from the following squads: Kent State
B.- W., Findlay, Adrian, Case, Akron:
Western Reserve, Dayton and Ohio
Un_iversity. These choices were made
stnctly from the personal performan.ces against Carroll. The biggest surpnse was the omission of the name of
"D~". Kelker, considered by the Reserve
Use Bell.efatre
pubhctty board as the logical choice
Gymnasium
for All-A.merican honors. This is quite
smce Kelker was little present
When games are played at Bellefa ire ~atural
111 the Reserve 19-0 victory. The team
the participants are asked to take spe(;ial
care of the shower rooms and the dre:s~ chosen is typical of the type of football that Carroll met up with this past
ing room. Bellefaire has been kind ·en- season.
ough to permit Carroll to use its gymnasium and in return to show appre(riaThe _followiJ;g are the varsity football Ia en
tion all players should be especially care- who Will rece>ve their awards: Captain PH~
~~~h~t,
AdrbeDznik, Ed~ard Baloga, Josep~
full of their conduct and treatment of
ar
omansk,, James Foti I van
..
Gar~plc, Steve Gasper. Louis Gliha Patrick
the property.
~~lia, John Marcus, Da.niel Mormi~ Joseph
11
If any team fails to appear at the time
(Ccmtiuued Oil Page 7)

i"cl.

A~.f..R•~~~l~t~.
i~~~mi1·om~:~. J~~m;'\trjl:
o.,..rt W1$wosaer, and Gene Wolanski.

aon,

Frosh Cagers
Start Practice

That's What You Think
Question: What do you think of the basketball prospects at
Carroll?

Large Squad of Freshmen
Answer Conley's Call;
Dorm Boys Show Promise

Thomas ~rrigan, . Sophomore: "They say we ought to
have a pretty good team this
yea r because we got seven
lettermen from last year. All
I say is that we had a lot of
lettermen out for football this
fall and well . . . However
there is no question that we
should have a better team tha n
last year's, which I believe,
won only five games."

Freshman basketball practice made its
initial appearance Monday afternoon in
the school gymnasium. A group of twentytwo cagers responded to Coach Tom
Conley's call for freshman candidates.
Although it marked the official commencement of the freshman basketball
season, several players from Burnett Hall
had been carrying On) practice during the
proceeding weeks.
In a contest with the Chase Brass outfit of the Cleveland Muny League three
weeks ago, this group showed a fine play
in spite of loosing to a far more experience tea01 by the score of 60 to 33.
During the past week, Coach Conley
has been skirmishing these freshmen with

Leonard Pchola, Freshman:
"Lettermen returning to the
squad will give Carroll a good
team. The team too should
benefit greatly und er the direction of the new coaches."
William M. Sewell, Senior:
"Their size is their greatest
handicap; however, their experience and fighting spirit
should see the team finish a
successful season winning over
SO per cent of their games."

CONGRATULATIONS
Although the gridders did not
have a very successful season,
some of the boys showed enough
on a losing team to merit attention on second team All-Big Four
selections. The fact that two of
these were sophomores speaks
well for future years. Gene W olanski, a senior at end; Joe Palguta, a junior at guard; and Dick
Domanski and I van Garapic,
sophomores, were the players
gaining the honors.
his varsity squad, who under the guidance of Jim Foti, Carroll gridder, have
furnis~~d the team with plenty of stiff
oppos1tton.
Notable among this group are, Jack
Spollino of Akron, Morgan (Slim) Rudich from West Middlesex, Pennslyvania,
Chuck Guimelata and Mike Butler, from
Belieview and Belaire, Ohio, respectively,
Ed Willard, Youngstown lad, and Jack
Murray of Ft. vVayne, Indiana.
Among those who reported for practice last Monday, include such prospects
as, AI Sutton of Heights, Jack Hunt,
former East High player, Bill Young
and Ray McGorray from St. Ignatius, and
Tony Kolka, who played at Collinwood
High.
As definite plans have not as yet been
subscribed concerwng the freshman play
outside of varsity scrimage, little can
be said. However, it is evident that the
candidates will be reduced to a regular
squad of fifteen or sixteen players.
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I In The Grid Light I
The outstanding linesman of the Carroll team during the past season in the
minds of rival coaches and All-Big Four
pickers, was Joe
Palguta, a junior.
T h .e -£ i'Ve-footeleven, one hlindred eighty - three
pound Youngstown
product has been
the leader of a
fighting u n d e r rated Carroll line
for the past two
seasons.
A star at South High in Youngstown,
Joe has performed in fine fashion on a
losing team for Carroll and has not lost
a bit of his interest in the game. "Rose
Bowl," as Joe has been called of late, is
the central part of the forward wall that
will confront all Carroll opponents of the
next year.
Other Carroll men honored with mention on "All" teams were Ivan Garapic,
Dick Domanski, Gene Wolanskk and
Hank Erhardt. Garapic, a sophomore
with the right idea of the winning spirit,
was named as the leading Carroll backfield threat.
Domanski, another soph, played outstanding ball in the Reserve game and
thereby won mention. Wolanski, hampered by injuries, was able to make only
mention honors. Erhardt, as well as
-senior, Leo Arbeznik suffered from the
fact they played with a losing team,
thereby losing their rightful mention.

Frank Carroll, forme r manager of St. John's Toledo,
Senior: "After watching John
Carroll's basketeers practice
for the past two weeks, I
should say they are improving rapidly in teamwork,
which always makes for success in athletics. However,
due to the lack of capabl : reserves, to the fact that no
team is stronger than its weakest link, I hesitate to prophesy
a highly successful season.
I'd give them a 50-SO chance
for the season, considering the
schedule.''
F. J. Otto, Senior: "What
particularly enhances o u r
chances for a successful season this year is the greatly
improved coaching."
Dick Blaha, Junior: "\:Vhat
impressed me most while
watching the team practice
was their old fighting spmt
and pep. That ought to carry
them far. And too, their
"shooting eyes" seem to become keener every day."
Anthony Zorko, Sophomore:
"What a schedule our team is
facing! It's a suicide schedule;
however, in spite of it I don't
hesitate to predict a more successful team than last year's,
chiefly because of the experience of the squad."
Jim Moraghan, Junior: "I
don't care to make any predictions at present. But I
would like to say this. The
\eam certainly deserves more
support f rom the student body
than it got last year. Our
team ought to •be playing to a
packed house this year instead
of to a couple of cheerleaders
and the parents of the players.

Hardwooders Meet
Kent, Duquesne
(Co11timwd Front Page 6)
vVooster and Toledo U. who boast of
the best teams in the State.
However, Coach Conley while making no predictions regarding the success of the team in the coming season,
was not fazed by the size of our future
opponents. He told his squad to play
with the idea that "there never was a
man so good that he couldn't be beat"
and the team has caught his spirit. The
"old college try" is in evidence in all
the scrimmages, the chief incentive being the three trips out of the State
which will take the team to Pittsburgh,
Chicago, and Detroit.

Kent Brings
Experienced Team
Kent brings a fairly tough team here
Tuesday to meet the Blue Streaks at
Cathedral Latin gym. Although the Blue
Flashes have suffered several defeats,
one at the hands of Muskingum, the down
state boys possess the advantage of already having several games under their
belt, a fact that adds to a team's con-

fhe fact that practices are in
the gym now should make for
better attendance too."

THE

MAYco.

Tom Britton, Senior: "Our
new coaching staff should decidedly promote our chances
of a fairly successful season."
Cal Maxwell, senior: "VI/ e
ought to have one of the best
teams we've ever had. The
new coaching staff is a most
valuable addition to the 193637 basketball season at Carroll."
Louis Meyer, Senior: "Our
basketball team ought to win
the Big Four Championship
and get some revenge for the
lickings we took in football."
Paul Cassidy, Sophomore:
"I'm looking forward to a.
bang-up season with plenty of
experienced material from last
year, particularly in the sophomore class."
Ed Rambousek, Junior: "Of
course they'll have a better
team than last year's; but
really that isn't saying very
much. Though the great ma·jority of the students' opinions is to the contrary, I personally can't see the justification for so much optimism."
Jim Osborne, Sophom~re:
"With the influx of th'rec
sophomores Carroll has some
chance of winning half of its
games this year. I hope that
the eligibility rules won't hit
the team this year as it did
last, so that Mr. Conley will
not have to build up a brand
new team at the close of the
semester exams."
Johljl Toner, senior: "\Vith
such t eams as Duquesne,
Loyola, Detroit, Toledo U.,
and Reserve on the schedule
I'm looking forward to some
large scores. But with six
trips thrown in I don't hesitate to anticipate a gay socia l
season.
Gene Wolanski, Senior and
captain of the basketball team:
"Team-work is the main point
of Mr. Conley's plan, which
also stresses accurate passing
and airtight defense work.
The lack of weight will be
made up for •by better passing. As far as playing major
teams it is well to remember
the old saying: 'If you are
going to lose you might as
well lose to a good team.' And
sillce Carroll will be up in big
time in a few years or so, we
might as well start going up
now. Duquesne and Detroit
are however, the only major
out of town teams we play
this season."
fidence.

Men's Lined

•

•

•

Gloves

• • •

Choice of soft, warm wool knit or wool fleece-lined gloves.
Black or brown leathers. Button or slip-on styles. Exceptional values at

J-95
B eautiful

•

•

Moire Necl{wear

• •

The radiance and sparkle of these Moire Ties are not to be
resisted. Satin stripes and neat figured designs. Faithful
copies of expensive French four-in-hands. See them. No ties
more beautiful. Price

1.oo

•

Custom-Sty led Shirts

•

Planned months ago, we selected thousands of higher-priced
shirts for this Christmas Sale ... 2.50, $3 and 3.50 fabrics.
Woven Broadcloths and Madrases. Lustrous white shirts
and thousands of attractive fancy patterns. Sale at

Handicraft

•

•

•

•

Heavy quality pure silks in smart plain colors with stunning
clocks in contrast colors. Famous "Linenized" gold toes.
Regular $1 values at

69e

However the Carroll team will

be out for blood for they will remember
Ithat
football defeat, the first game of the

season, which started the Blue and Gold
off on the wrong foot.
Duquesne whom we meet on Wednesday at Pittsburgh is definitely a big
time team. They have always boasted
of fine basketball teams, and this year
they had a great football team. The
Night Riders spoiled the perfect records
of both the powerful Pitt Panthers, eastern Rose Bowl hope, as well as the fine
team from Marquette. Last season
Duquesne had one of the finest hardwood squads in the country.

In tram urals
( Contim1ed Front Page 6)

Hoyle's Imported

•

•

Sateen Pajamas

•

•

The soft glowing radiance of Hoyle's fine Egyptian Sateen is
seen at its best in these beautiful Varsity Pajamas. Choice of
blue, green and beige in swanky notch collar coat styles. Regular $5 values-

2-95
•

Men's lnit. l(erchiefs

•

Regular 65c and 75c values. Snow-white fine quality Irish
linen handkerchiefs with hand-embroidered initials in white,
and colors. Choice of 6 different style initials. Corded ends,
hand-rolled hem. Sale at

for which the game is scheduled, the
team with five men on the floor at the
opening whistle will be awarded the contest by forfeit. However, if a team is
not able to appear as scheduled, the managers may arrange for the playing of that
The May Company ..• Street Floor Ontario
game by consulting the manager of the
WE GIVE AND REDEEM EAGLE STAMPS
rival team and Robert Heutche chair-~
man of the intramural basketball program.
lE=:===:=:=:=:==:========::::;;:=:::===:==:==:==:=:==:==:==:~~~
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•.. the spoils

a re co rresponding with two young ladies from Athens whose acquain\ance
(Ccmtimunt From Page 3)
· they made at the Ohio U. game ... Larry
Kelley rated the l:rsuline tea dance
John raised a squawk to the cafeteria with Jo Brennan last Sunday, although
management . . . At the Thanksgiv- he squired 11illie Gauvereau at the Tri
ing Dance Rita Sheehan left " \Valdorf" Tau dance the preceding night . . .
Gavin and spe nt the evening in the everal people ar!f all excited because
Vogue R oom, after which "\Va ldorf" Bob Hodous, '35, is running around
promised dire results to certain mem· with 1fary Virginia Fogarty . . . Bob
bers of the Carroll NNciS Staff if any Thompson has been going places with
thing appeared in this rag about th e 1ot re Dame's Kay ~fcCarty of late ...
events of the evening. Let 'er rip, John! Several days ago Bob Houck and Keith
.. . Sam Sansone and Danny Mormile \\'ebster were having a bit of a race

I

down upcrior "\ YC. and got pinched
for 15.--10 apiece ... "'unny" O'lfalley
announces that Carroll will beat Reserve next fall ... Bill Brennan's love
of art got him thrown out of hi-tory
class last J\Ionday . . . If you wish to
buy a Chri~tma · tree, sec \'ince Fornes
( advt.) ... It looks as if \\'alt Barth's
trying to get back in the good grace·
of J\lary ] ane Redmond ... The question of the day i , \\'ho let the air out
of \Vally Roth' · tires? . . . Helen
Cooney won a Georgian Bay Cruise
for two in the P. D. Charity Football

contc t, and Johnny McDermott boa t
that he will be the second party . . .
Some of the boys arc saying that Bill
Vogt has a very beautiful sister . . .
Ursuline's ~fary Elizabeth Doyle 1vas
called "Gabby" during her academy days,
and Some ursulinites think she still desen •e the title . . . . ~fark J\fcCollough,
'35, an ex Carroll Xc~•·s man, was at
the JCU football dance and other
affairs with Anne 1[cNecla .. .. Frank
Polk still shall' up at all the Carroll social affairs and always with
the
tream-lined Jewel Gabriel

\Vho arc the two gents in the dormitory who go to bed every night promptly at nine o'clock and then make nocturnal excursions around the town after
midnight? . . . Most of the downtown
department stores look like Carroll,
Notre Dame and Ursuline on parade
... Gil Link, '35 Prom King, last Saturday dated Lu Becks. who has called
a hort time-out from lab technicianing
at \\'atkins Glen, . Y . . . . All journeymen basketball players are asked to
apply for reportorial jobs. The honor
of the Ca1·rol/ Nc• IS' must be upheld
•n the intramural basketball league.

Buddy,
I can't pay a higher compli-

ment than that.
Girl or cigarette ... when
I tumble that means l,m
for ,em.

Chesterfield's my cigarette.
And I'll tell all hands they've
got a hearty good taste that
makes a sailor happy. And
listen, they're milder.
. . . for the good things a
cigarette can give a sailor

~ ~¥.~
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